Pre-formal update: Summer term:
Form LR
We have been really busy in Form LR. We have been doing a Space topic recently which has
been so much fun! We made flying saucers and space helmets! We have been focusing on
diﬀerent planets and this week we have been looking at Neptune - it is blue and very cold! We
made our own planets using cornflour, glue and blue paint!

We have been also been doing some work in our garden in our Horticulture lessons on a
Thursday. - we have been planting and here are pictures of our peas. We have been cleaning our
garden up after Winter and getting it ready for some nice days in the summer!

Form DB
The class have been doing a topic called “all around the world” - they have been
travelling to South America & Scotland. They have been looking at tartan patterns in
Scotland. The class are also going to look at “growing” later in the term - they will
planting and reading stories around on this topic.

These pictures are taken from the class’s India
topic from the Spring term - the handprints and
colours are fantastic!

CJ/NB
For St Georges Day the class made sensory dragons and then had a dragon hunt.
They chose resources for the dragon and then placed a sound inside (like sand or
marbles in an old film pot). Once hidden around the school by one student the others
set off on a hunt to find them, making choices about which direction to set off in.
They found the dragons by feeling them and by listening to the sound they made.
Some of them matched the sounds to see if the sounds were the same or different.
Next time they plan to have a hunt outside as long as it's not raining again!

Form RH
The class focused on the Jungle Book for their topic in the second half term as they
were part of the secondary production. The scene was the one with Kaa the snake
so they made sock snakes, kaleidoscopes and Tie Dyed T Shirts for their costumes.
This was a great topic with lots of sensory exploration and art work.

Here are some snapshots of the
fantastic display - it was loads of fun to
create and looks great in their
classroom!

The secondary Pre-formal classes were involved in a fantastic production of the
Jungle book in the Spring term. They all worked incredibly hard and the final show
has wonderful. All the pupils contributed either on the stage or in a pre- prepared
video.

Form ZD/EM
This form have been doing a Space topic! They have been busy creating some
beautiful artwork. They have made the planet mobile and flying saucers - they have
also made a moon for their display for the outside corridor.

New exciting news for this form is they have a
new work space which is in the process of being
created - this is a room between their class and
Form JHT. This new space will be an ideal area
for 1-1 work such as eye-gaze practice and
intensive interaction.

